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A bit about me



Carbon Conversations

• Climate coach

• UX Research Manager Sustainability, 
Accessibility, Web & App
• B.Sustainable Ambassador (Greenteam)

• BSc Industrial Design Engineering
• MSc Design for interaction

• Climate major in Leiden, NL, an 
initiative of the ministry of Economic 
Affairs and Climate

And another bit about me





I’d love to get 
to know you too



What word(s) comes 
to mind when 
thinking about 
Research & Design 
for Sustainability?



How much experience 
do you have with 
researching, designing 
or developing for 
Sustainability?

None
A little bit
A fair bit
A lot

-



Tourism is 
responsible for
..% of global 
greenhouse 
gas emissions 
(2019)



Tourism is 
responsible for
8% of global 
greenhouse 
gas emissions 
(2019)



Tourism is highly 
vulnerable to climate 

change 

Extreme weather, security concerns, water 
shortages, biodiversity loss, damage to 
attractions, overcrowding, quality of life

Tourism contributes 
to global greenhouse 

gas emissions 

Source: Skift - Sustainability in Travel 2021

https://research.skift.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/sustainability-in-travel-2021-quantifying-tourism-emissions-for-destinations.pdf


Booking.com mission:
Make it easier for everyone 
to experience the world 



A world worth experiencing



3 Focus areas at Booking.com

Operate more sustainably 
ourselves, and foster a 
culture of sustainability

Make it easier for 
travelers to make more 

sustainable travel choices

Collaborate to 
decarbonise 

the travel industry

Company Travellers Travel industry



Eline Metske
Senior Researcher

Nina Horstra
Research Manager

The team of researchers

Isabelle Rodot 
Senior Researcher

Veronica Ravaglia
Senior Researcher



UX - U = X
UX without User Research is Not UX

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/ux-without-user-research/

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/ux-without-user-research/


Researching customer 
perceptions and needs is 
key to design thinking

Especially when it comes to sustainability



Understanding 
Accommodation 
Partners
● What do they know and think 

about sustainability? 
● How engaged are they, what 

are they doing? 
● What are they expecting?

A 2-sided marketplace



Strategy refinement
In what direction to run?

Why is this key?

Awareness of the complexity
Differences, perceptions, 
legislation and greenwashing.

Needs, contexts, barriers
The say-do gap, biases.



3 main learnings 
from research 
on sustainability in travel



1. Sustainability is complex



Not everyone is familiar with the concept
Associations of what ‘sustainable travel’ is

Q: In a few words or sentences, 
describe what you think of when 
you hear the term “sustainable 
travel and tourism.



Q: Which of the following elements 
of travel would you consider to be 
more sustainable forms of travel?

Understanding of 
what ‘Sustainable 
travel’ entails - 
beyond 
environmental 
factors



Our partners also think of environmental factors 
first

Q: What does “sustainable” 
hospitality mean to you?



Behaviours

KnowledgeNo “one size fits 
all” approach 

Customers can differ vastly in 

terms of:
Values



Regional and cultural nuances impact knowledge.
Environment & NatureLatin America

Energy & Emissions
Local cultures & economies

Q: Which of the following elements of travel would you 
consider to be more sustainable forms of travel?

Environment & Nature

? ? ? ? ? ?



Regional and cultural nuances impact knowledge.
Environment & NatureLatin America

Energy & EmissionsEurope Local cultures & economiesAfrica

Q: Which of the following elements of travel would you 
consider to be more sustainable forms of travel?



Regional and cultural nuances impact knowledge.

Europe APAC and 
Middle East

Q: In a few words or 
sentences, describe 
what you think of 
when you hear the 
term “sustainable 
travel and tourism.”



Regional and cultural nuances impact values.

Q: How important do 
you consider each of 
the following aspects 
of sustainable travel?



Regional and cultural nuances impact behaviour.

Q: Which, if any, of the 
following activities do 
you do in your 
everyday life?



Also age drives differences
Q: Thinking about brands and 
sustainability, which of the following 
statements best describes you?



Age also impacts 
knowledge, values, 
and behaviour. 



Property typeClimate / access to 
natural resources 

Economic situation Laws and access to
more sustainable options

Partners’ constraints and opportunities vary depending on:

The same is true for our partners



2. What they say is 
not always what they do



??% Of travellers say the want to travel 

more sustainably in the future



76% Of travellers say the want to travel 

more sustainably in the future



76% of travellers say the want to travel 

more sustainably in the future

69% want the money they spend when 

traveling to go back to the local community 

Travelers generally 
care about the 
environment and do 
not wish to harm it 

66% say they want to leave the places they 

visit better than when they arrived



Thinking of more sustainable travel, 
which of these statements describe 
you most closely? However, 

this does not 
necessarily 
translate into 
behaviour 
change



The social desirability 
bias

Source: National institute of Health (US) 

Underreporting socially undesirable 
attitudes and behaviors. 

And to over report more desirable 
attributes.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5519338/#:~:text=Social%20desirability%20bias%20is%20the,over%20report%20more%20desirable%20attributes.


More ‘say-do gap’ reasons

Denial of 
consequences

“It’s not that bad”

Downward 
comparison

“It could be 
worse”

Denial of 
responsibility

“Not my 
responsibility”

Denial of control

“I would like to, 
BUT”

Exception 
handling

“Vacations are an 
exception”

Compensation 
through benefits

“I’m doing more 
good than bad”

Source: E. Juvan, S. Dolnicar / Annals of Tourism Research 48 (2014) 76 - 95

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/263201567_The_attitude-behaviour_gap_in_sustainable_tourism


Monitoring evolution of top barriers



3. Finding the balance between 
transparency and complexity 



● A transparent way for travelers to make more 
sustainable travel choices

● Since 2021, 2 million+ properties can indicate 
their practices (any type of property, globally)

● 500,000+ properties with a sustainability badge, 
based on 32 practices

● 4 level.

Easier sustainable travel 
with the Travel 
Sustainable Program



What it 
looks like
on the 
website

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1v9Zg7jgXYjllmav3g-h-6L1b6XWYWEqn/preview


As a traveller, what 
would you want to 
know about this 
badge? 



Sustainability adds 
complexity to the 
booking process 
A lot of info, and an extra 
layer of info. 



Displaying Travel Sustainable



The Sustainability Travel Sustainable journey



Research has a role 
to play in finding 
the balance between 
transparency and 
complexity



A magical mix

Design

ResearchUX 
Writing



Collaboration between 
Researchers and UX 
Writers is key to give 
travelers the right 
information the right 
way



A few last thoughts



A few last thoughts

Rome has not been 
built in one day

Believe in what you 
are doing

We are what we 
repetitively do



Save the 
earth. 

It’s the only 
planet 
with chocolate
on which we 
travel.



Thank you for joining today!
Any questions?



Thank you!
Questions, feedback, ideas?


